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I. Introdution
In the last few years, the evolution of miroeletroni tehnologies has promoted the
development of measurement systems that extrat the information of interest using learn-
ing by examples methodologies instead of a priori dened algorithms [1℄. Appliation of
learning by examples tehniques, suh as Artiial Neural Networks (ANNs), are appeal-
ing beause allow to model a system without knowing its analyti struture, and using
only a set of input/output samples, also alled training set. Reently, important devel-
opments in Statistial Learning Theory (SLT) [2℄ have introdued new paradigms that
overome several drawbaks of ANNs suh as the struture of the learning algorithm and
the absene of a solid theoretial bakground. Among other methodologies based on the-
orems from SLT, the so{alled Support Vetor Mahines (SVMs) seem to be the most
appealing [1℄. Their main harateristi is the struture of the learning algorithm, whih
onsists in the solution of a simple onstrained quadrati optimization problem. In pra-
tie, SVMs nd a set of parameters during a learning phase, whih are used in a forward
phase to estimate the desired outome. Hardware platforms suitable for the exeution of
suh tasks are systems able to hange at run{time their onguration in order to arry
out dierent proessing algorithms. Over the last few years, the development of Field
Programmable Systems on Chip heralded the emerging tehnology of the hardware that
an be dynamially reongured. The use of suh arhitetures adds a new dimension to
the design of adaptive measurement systems.
In this paper we fae a general inverse{modeling problem [3℄ and desribe the design
and the implementation of a omplete adaptive system based on SVMs and reongurable
Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) devies. In setion II the problem is formulated
from a theoretial point of view. In setion III simulation results on a typial equalization
problem are given. Finally, in the last setion, a omplete desription of the hardware{
platform design of the onsidered ase of study and the performanes ahieved with the
hardware implementation are reported.
II. Problem formulation
Adaptive systems are applied in many elds, suh as lassiation of input patterns,
system identiation, predition and noise anellation [3℄. They are haraterized by the
oexistene of many interdisiplinary areas, suh as ANNs, SLT and signal proessing.
Here, we fous our attention on inverse{modeling problems, where a speial{purpose
adaptive arhiteture an be fruitfully used in order to estimate a disrete signal u(n),
input of a nonlinear disrete system, on the basis of the signal x(n) observed at the
output of the system. Usually, the lassial theory takles this problem by nding an
2optimal estimator, for example the Bayesian Maximum Likelihood (ML) detetor, that
provides an assessment u^(n D) of u(n D) through the observation of an r{dimensional
feature vetor x
(r)
n
= [x(n) ;x(n  1) ; : : : ;x(n  r+1)℄
T
, where D represents the intrinsi
delay of the estimator and r the minimum number of hannels useful to obtain a reliable
estimation. Conversely, SVMs selet an estimator of the input signal from a given lass of
funtions on the basis of a set of m previous observations of the input and output signals:
z
(m)
=
n
x
(r)
i
;u
i
o
m 1
i=0
(1)
Notie that in the following of this paper the signals are identied by the indexes i and n
during the learning and the forward phases respetively.
In [4℄ several advantages of SVMs with respet to the state of the art of equalization
methods are reported. The authors also suggest two open issues, suh as the need for
both an eÆient implementation and an adaptive proessing, not resolved at that time.
In this work we propose a solution for suh requirements. Here, we provide some brief
details on SVMs for lassiation, where a lassier has to be dened in order to separate
two dierent set of observations [1℄, [2℄. In aordane to the maximum generalization
riteria formalized by the Vapnik and Chervonenkis' theory [2℄, in order to identify the
best lassier for a given set of linearly separable observations z
(m)
, SVMs try to nd the
maximum{margin separating hyperplane, where suh margin is dened as the maximum
distane between the losest samples belonging to two dierent lasses. However, in real{
world problems the available set z
(m)
is often not linearly separable. It is neessary to use a
nonlinear funtion ' : <
r
!<
R
;R >> r that maps eah element x
i
of z
(m)
in a new high{
dimensional feature spae, where the maximum{margin hyperplane an be found [1℄, [2℄.
From a mathematial point of view, the most important harateristi of SVMs onsists
in the fat that they do not require the expliit knowledge of the funtion '. In eet, the
nonlinear mapping is impliitly omputed by a kernel funtion K (x;y) = '(x) '(y) that
typially an be linear (K (x;y) = x y), Gaussian (K (x;y) = exp

 kx yk
2
=2
2

) or
polynomial (K (x;y) = (1+x y)
p
). As a onsequene, the struture of the estimator,
used in the forward phase, is dened as u^(n D) =
P
i2SV

i
u

i
K

x
(r)
i
;x
(r)
n

+ b, where
u

i
= u
i
for lassiation problems and SV = fi : 
i
6= 0g is the index set of the support
vetors x
i
, with i 2 SV . The parameters 
i
and b are omputed during the learning phase
by solving an optimization problem in whih the parameters 
i
are onstrained to lie in the
box [0;C℄;8i 2 SV . In the lassiation ase, C is the parameter that ontrols the tradeo
between the generalization ability of the lassier and the number of mislassied input
patterns, when z
(m)
is not linearly separable in the feature spae. In this work we use
a Gaussian kernel, beause of its apability of providing robust solutions in lassiation
problems [1℄. Finally, the parameters 
2
and C are set after a model seletion riteria [5℄.
III. Simulation results
In this setion, we onsider the equalization of a nonlinear hannel as a typial ase of
study of inverse modeling problems. In suh ase, a symbol u(n) 2 f+1; 1g, generated by
a given soure, has to be estimated by the reeiver, after passing through a noisy hannel
having intersymbol interferene of length N . The unpreditable nonlinear eets aused
from the involved omponents (i.e., transmitter, hannel, reeiver) are usually modeled
as FIR lters, plus a Gaussian distributed noise e with zero mean and variane 
2
e
. The
following expressions desribe suh a kind of model:
3TABLE I
Parameters values of different models
Model h
0
h
1
h
2

1

2

3
1 1 0.5 - 1 0 -0.9
2 0.5 1 - 1 0.1 0.05
3 0.3482 0.9704 0.3482 1 0.2 -
TABLE II
Bayesian Maximum Likelihood Classifier vs. SVM for Model 1 and Model 2
Model D ML(%) SVM(%) C{
2
1 0 14.4 15.6 1.6{0.4
1 1 5.2 5.4 1.6{0.4
1 2 3.7 3.5 3.2{1.6
2 0 13.7 12.1 1.6{1.0
2 1 4.3 4.6 1.6{1.0
2 2 0.7 0.7 1.6{1.0
~x (n) =
N 1
P
k=0
h
k
u(n  k)
x^ (n) =
P
p=1

p
~x
p
(n)
x(n) = x^(n)+ e(n)
(2)
where N represents the duration of the lter time{response and P is the order of the
nonlinearity. In the following we apply the ML [6℄ and SVM based approahes to the
onsidered ase and ompare their performane, in terms of bit error rate. Note that
the former method requires the knowledge of the hannel (input onstellation and noise
statistis), whereas the latter works only by using a set of samples. In order to test
the SVM lassier, several data have been olleted aording to equation (2) and by
using three dierent nonlinear models of the hannel (see table I): N = 2, P = 3 and
Gaussian white noise (Model 1); N = 2, P = 3 and Gaussian olored noise (Model 2);
N = 3, P = 2 and Gaussian olored noise (Model 3). In the Model 2 and Model 3, the
noise was generated by using the following FIR ltering:
e(n) =

e
p
1+ 
2
w (n)+

e

p
1+ 
2
w (n  1) (3)
where w is an unorrelated noise with zero mean and variane 
2
w
= 1, while  = 0:75. As a
rst experiment, we xed 
2
e
= 0:2 and onsidered three dierent delay values (D = 0;1;2)
in order to maximize the performane of the equalizer. Moreover, a Gaussian kernel
funtion has been seleted. Table II reports the results for the Model 1 and Model 2,
obtained by onsidering 500 training samples and 3000 test samples. In the same table
C and 
2
represent the SVM hyperparameters found after a model seletion proess [5℄.
As a seond experiment, the eet of the number of training samples (m) and the noise
variane on the SVM performane have been tested by usingModel 3 as a funtion. Notie
that the number of observations m is important beause it determines the omplexity of
the required hardware platform and the delay of the system to hange in the input signal.
Table III shows the results, for r = 3 and D = 2. Tables II and III onrm the validity
of the SVM{based approah, as the designed estimators often overome the lassial
4TABLE III
Simulations with different training samples for Model 3
m 
2
e
ML(%) SVM(%) C{
2
500 0.1 1.8 1.7 4{0.1
500 0.2 5.2 4.7 2{1.6
500 0.3 8.9 7.5 4{6.4
500 0.4 11.9 10.5 4{12.8
128 0.1 1.8 1.7 16{1.6
128 0.2 5.2 6.1 32{0.8
128 0.3 8.9 8.3 8{3.2
128 0.4 11.9 10.7 32{12.8
64 0.1 1.8 1.8 16{1.6
64 0.2 5.2 7.5 16{0.8
64 0.3 8.9 9.0 8{6.4
64 0.4 11.9 11.9 32{12.8
32 0.1 1.8 2.0 8{0.8
32 0.2 5.2 8.1 16{0.8
32 0.3 8.9 10.8 8{3.2
32 0.4 11.9 13 8{12.8
maximum likelihood lassier. This behavior is due to the Gaussian distribution of the
noise that, together with the use of Gaussian kernels, allows to design a lassier that is
very lose to the best one, if a suÆient number of training samples are onsidered [2℄.
As a nal remark note that the performanes reported on table III are just a test on a
single realization omposed of about 3000 samples obtained using the same seed. In the
nal paper we will report a detailed bootstrap{based statistial validation.
IV. System arhiteture and performanes
This setion fous on the design, implementation and performane analysis of an eÆ-
ient hardware platform for the proposed equalization problem. The design of SVM las-
siers is not new to the sienti ommunity [7℄. Here, instead of using a mixed{signal
VLSI proessor like in [7℄, an FPGA-based proessor has been employed as target devie.
In suh a way, a ompletely reongurable system on hip that adapt the harateristis
of the estimator to the behavior of nonlinear transmission hannels an be implemented.
Current generation of FPGA platforms are powerful systems equipped with high density
programmable logi and embedded Blok RAMs (BRAMs), multipliers and hardware and
software CPU ores. As shown in Fig. 1(a), suh harateristis together with advaned
tehniques of dynami reonguration have been used to design an arhiteture mainly
omposed by [8℄, [9℄: a general purpose proessor, whih ollets input data and ats as a
system supervisor; a module that an be dynamially reongured to alternately imple-
ment the FIBS or the KTRON ores, whih arry out the learning and forward phases,
respetively. In partiular, the FIBS ore nds and stores in a memory the parameters

i
; b and the set of support vetors x
i
. The KTRON, so alled for its similarities with the
reently proposed Kernel Pereptron algorithm [10℄, reeives the set of parameters found
by the FIBS and estimates the input signal of the nonlinear system. The FIBS{KTRON
module is dynamially reongured as soon as a learning proess is required, when a new
set of observation is available. In this rst version, this ours after a synhronization pro-
edure between the transmitter and the reeiver, exeuted at xed intervals. In pratie,
the transmitter sends to the reeiver an a priori known sequene, used for training.
In [6℄ a full desription of the FIBS arhiteture is reported. In brief, it makes use
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Fig. 1. Basi blok diagram of an inverse{modeling estimator (a) and the KTRON arhiteture (b).
of a new algorithm for SVM learning, whih is less sensitive to quantization errors with
respet to the solution appeared so far in the literature. The ore is omposed of two
parts: the rst one exploits a reurrent network for nding the parameters of the SVM
lassier; the seond one uses a bisetion proess for omputing the threshold b. Sine the
SVM lassiation funtion is very similar to the one realized by a pereptron, the pro-
posed KTRON arhiteture, reported in Fig. 1(b), takes its inspiration from the TOTEM
proessor, whih was reently implemented on a programmable logi devie [11℄. Starting
from the VHDL high{level desription of the TOTEM proessor, an hardware implemen-
tation of the KTRON o{proessor has been designed. The obtained arhiteture is shown
in gure 1(b). K Type RAM is a simple ip{op ontaining a ag indiating the type of
omputations arried out by the Pre Kernel unit. Ktron Drive ontains the RAMs to
storage both the set of support vetors and the input x to be proessed. Pre Kernel, the
rst proessing unit, omputes an inner produt or a squared norm aording to the value
in the K Type RAM module. Kernel, a seond proessing unit, omputes in pratie the
kernel funtion, by using a look-up table (LUT) in whih kernel values are stored. Note
that in this rst version of the prototype, the division for 2
2
has been implemented by
approximating 2
2
to a power of 2 and using a shift register. Out MAC, the last omputa-
tion unit, multiplies and aumulates the results provided by the Kernel unit. Ktron trl
is the main ontrol unit of the ore. In pratie, only two embedded multipliers are used,
one in the Pre{Kernel module, and another in the Out MAC module.
In order to design the prototype of the KTRON ore, 32 samples for training with r = 2
and a Gaussian kernel with 2
2
= 1 have been used. Data were internally represented by
16{bit in 2's omplement oding, with 3 bits and 13 bits for the integer and frational
parts, respetively. Suh values were obtained after a model seletion riterion, in order to
reah a lassiation error of 4.3% onModel 2 [6℄. The whole arhiteture was implemented
on a Xilinx Virtex II (XC2V1000) by using the Xilinx ISE 5.2i and XST as development
and synthesis tools, respetively. Our ore maps 280 Virtex{II Slies (5.6%) and works
at a lok frequeny of 100 MHz. Four embedded 2 KByte Blok RAM (BRAM) of the
Virtex II, used to store the support vetors, the weights, the x vetor to be proessed
and the kernel LUT have been instantiated. In pratie, the four BRAMs allow to store
up to 100 support vetors of r = 10 features eah. The number of lok yles needed to
obtain the result is around 430, for m= 32 and r = 2, and 7300, for m = 100 and r = 10.
As a nal remark, note that the perentage of logi used by the FIBS ore is around 58%
(2950 slies) and by the KTRON is about 6% (289 slies), while the remaining part of
6the FPGA is used to implement the general purpose proessor and all I/O interfaes.
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